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The regulatory world continues its journey in an attempt to intercept the
challenges posed by the fourth technological revolution. The main news
of such period is related to the UK call for evidence on cryptoassets and
stablecoins and to the Luxembourg adoption of the bill of Law on the
issue of dematerialized security token. Below, there is a review of the
main initiatives adopted in various countries

End of the feedback period for the Proposal for a Regulation
COM(2020)593
33 feedbacks
January 11th, 2021

UK Treasury solicits opinions on its regulatory framework
with the usual two contradictory interests of the financial regulation: the
promotion of innovation and free competition on the one hand, and the
providential role of the state in the consumers’ protection on the other
hand.
January 12th, 2021 – UK

Christine Lagarde positions herself against Bitcoin
She critics its volatility and risks of money laundering. She then makes
the case for the creation of a digital version of the Euro.
January 13th 2021 - BCE

Luxembourg adopted the bill of Law 7637
on the issue of dematerialized security token which completes the law of
March 1st 2019 on holdings and transfer of digital securities through
DLT. Now Luxembourg recognizes by law the issuance, holding and
transfer of dematerialized securities using blockchain technology.
January 22nd, 2021 – Luxembourg

Estonian government publishes bitcoin white paper
and continues its conquest of the cryptocurrency market
January 27th, 2021 – Estonia

REGULATORY NEWS

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12089-Financial-services-EU-regulatory-framework-for-crypto-assets/feedback?p_id=8614500&page=3
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/950206/HM_Treasury_Cryptoasset_and_Stablecoin_consultation.pdf
https://www.lastampa.it/economia/2021/01/13/news/lagarde-va-all-attacco-di-bitcoin-1.39769252
https://chd.lu/wps/PA_RoleDesAffaires/FTSByteServingServletImpl?path=F40D7B482C47056A245214CA151F70B75175C56F9BF362043E7008DBE3AF9CC5AF7269108EE6B7CBA1CF54DBC779320B$2636BE4F54F6CA46264FAAD64279E94D
https://e-resident.gov.ee/bitcoin-whitepaper/


The development of crypto-assets and blockchain is spreading among
several business, e.g. Gemini is launching a credit card with a Bitcoin
cash back and David Barral is the first player in history paid in Bitcoin.
Below, there is a review of the main initiatives adopted in various
countries.

Several cryptocurrency exchanges have delisted trading of the XRP token
this week following the Securities and Exchange
Commission's complaint against Christian Larsen, the company's co-
founder, executive chairman of its board, and former CEO; and Bradley
Garlinghouse, the company's current CEO. The disagreement would be
around whether XRP is a security or an utility token.
January 1st, 2021

Light on the Token Classification Framework of Thomas Euler
brought by Le journal du Coin, a crypto French web magazine that
published an article on the taxonomy of the new economy
January 1st, 2021

Bitfinex has delisted some crypto assets
including Gemini Dollar (GUSD), as a result of their ongoing monitoring
of all listed projects and review of their registration qualifications.
January 7th, 2021

Bitcoin hits new high € 34,140 ($ 41,962)
JP Morgan now sees bitcoin as a commodity with the potential to replace
gold and declare that bitcoin could rally as high as $146,000 as it
competes with gold as an “alternative” currency.
January 8th, 2021

Ethereum-based Nexus Mutual launches new type of decentralized
insurance
for centralized exchanges and custodians. So far, the protocol only
product were covers for decentralized platforms and smart contracts.
January 12th, 2021

Tether, a centralized stable coin issued by Tether Limited, is accused of
being the source of the 2017 speculative bubble.
January 13th, 2021

BUSINESS NEWS

https://markets.businessinsider.com/currencies/news/xrp-delisted-ripple-sec-complaint-coinbase-crypto-okcoin-trading-platform-2020-12-1029926814
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-338
https://www.fxstreet.com/cryptocurrencies/news/ripple-finds-supporters-in-legal-battle-agains-the-sec-allowing-xrp-price-to-regain-lost-ground-202101131556
https://journalducoin-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/journalducoin.com/analyses-dossiers/classification-technique-tokens/?amp
https://www.trend-online.com/bitcoin/bitcoin-record/
https://www.coindesk.com/nexus-mutual-decentralized-insurance-cover-coinbase-binance-kraken-gemini
https://nexusmutual.io/
https://newrepublic.com/article/160905/tether-cryptocurrency-scam-enrich-bitcoin-investors
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M6j_foGLDWhg3FMrxCJIonhlB4ZCSXkZ/view
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3195066


Gemini is launching only for USA customers a credit card
with up to 3% Bitcoin cash back. Additionally, the company is
considering the possibility of going public by doing an IPO.
January 14th, 2021
The arrival of the first smart-contracts on bitcoin
A news that many bitcoiners have been waiting to see.
“Clarity makes it much harder to have smart contract bugs and allows
developers to write logic around Bitcoin state directly. We believe
bringing smart contracts directly to Bitcoin can make BTC more valuable
as it can be put to productive use instead of being a passively held
asset,” the Stacks whitepaper says.
January 14th, 2021

The Financial Times creates a sense of fear, uncertainty and doubt
against bitcoin
For FT, bitcoin would only be used by speculators, fraudsters, drug
traffickers and criminals.
Poor report that unfortunately reflects a widespread narrative among a
large part of the population. Here are a series of more objective
arguments to evaluate bitcoin as an asset and technology:
- https://www.microstrategy.com/en/bitcoin
- https://blog.therocktrading.com/.
January 14th, 2021

Spain, David Barral is the first player in history paid in Bitcoin
January 19th, 2021

Italian TV show dedicated to Bitcoin
On the Italian main TV channel, the Fuori TG of TG3 was entirely
dedicated to Bitcoin and received the Professor Ametrano, bitcoin
advocate, physicist and professor at University of Milano-Bicocca.
January 27th, 2021

Almost four months after its launch, StackinSat announces funding of €
90,000
in the form of an honor loan under the Nouvelle Aquitaine Amorcement
scheme. The jury particularly appreciated the complementarity, the
expertise and the vision of the founding team who invented the concept
of the Bitcoin Savings Plan, a service allowing the purchase of Bitcoin in
an extremely simple way and at regular intervals, at the same time. week
or month, from € 10.

BUSINESS NEWS

https://www.gemini.com/credit-card/waitlist
https://cointelegraph.com/news/winklevoss-brothers-reportedly-eye-public-listing-for-gemini-crypto-exchange
https://cointelegraph.com/news/crypto-project-brings-apps-and-smart-contracts-to-bitcoin
https://www.ft.com/content/b9aaa876-dbdd-43ed-a78d-8d78daeb63b0
https://www.microstrategy.com/en/bitcoin
https://blog.therocktrading.com/
https://www.ilmessaggero.it/sport/calcio/david_barral_primo_giocatore_pagato_in_bitcoin-5710900.html
https://www.ilbitcoin.news/il-servizio-del-fuori-tg-di-rai-3-su-bitcoin/
https://stackinsat.com/
https://stackinsat.com/assets/cp-stackinsat-obtient-un-financement-de-90000-euros-de-nouvelle-aquitaine-amorcage-et-prepare-sa-levee-de-fonds-bitcoin.pdf
https://cryptoactu.com/stackinsat-un-plan-depargne-bitcoin-version-francaise/


FinTech, which is growing very quickly with more than 2,600 accounts
created in a few weeks, is preparing its first fundraising to finance the
development of new functionalities and its deployment in Europe.
January 28th, 2021

Article on private blockchain infrastructures
emerging as opposed to decentralized infrastructures, like private
projects (such as Minitel in France) which emerged in response to the
invention of the internet but which never succeeded.
January 30th, 2021

The case of Gamestop and Robinhood App
We’re witnessing a turning point in finance.

The time when young, online traders, were able to band together to
achieve their own financial goals. We’re seeing what happens when
those financial goals clash with large entities, who have been controlling
the game until now.

The case of Gamestop and Robinhood App shows the vulnerability of a
centralized financial system. Who will win?

https://it.businessinsider.com/altro-che-robinhood-e-reddit-
rebellion-ecco-chi-ha-guadagnato-davvero-dal-boom-di-
gamestop/

https://thedefiant.substack.com/p/-this-is-how-wall-street-
becomes?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo4NDM5ODAsInBvc3RfaWQiOj
MxOTY2Mjg0LCJfIjoiUEludW0iLCJpYXQiOjE2MTE5MzQ3MjcsIm
V4cCI6MTYxMTkzODMyNywiaXNzIjoicHViLTExMjU5Iiwic3ViIjoicG
9zdC1yZWFjdGlvbiJ9.Zb2eIRktuhTpQDfzhEQ3uXq3LxnxUvJ-ck-
DJC4C18w
https://cryptoast.fr/wallstreetbets-ftx-tokenisees-actions-
suspendues-robinhood/

January 30th, 2021

BUSINESS NEWS

https://cryptoast-fr.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/cryptoast.fr/blockchain-privee-autant-avenir-minitel/amp/
https://it.businessinsider.com/altro-che-robinhood-e-reddit-rebellion-ecco-chi-ha-guadagnato-davvero-dal-boom-di-gamestop/
https://thedefiant.substack.com/p/-this-is-how-wall-street-becomes?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo4NDM5ODAsInBvc3RfaWQiOjMxOTY2Mjg0LCJfIjoiUEludW0iLCJpYXQiOjE2MTE5MzQ3MjcsImV4cCI6MTYxMTkzODMyNywiaXNzIjoicHViLTExMjU5Iiwic3ViIjoicG9zdC1yZWFjdGlvbiJ9.Zb2eIRktuhTpQDfzhEQ3uXq3LxnxUvJ-ck-DJC4C18w
https://cryptoast.fr/wallstreetbets-ftx-tokenisees-actions-suspendues-robinhood/


An overview of the broader approaches to crypto-assets

South Korea to charge 20% tax on crypto profits
In January, South Korea's Ministry of Economy and Finance announced
an amendment to the country's 2020 revised taxation rules for listed
shares, stock funds and profits from investments in digital assets.
Starting in 2023, gains from listed shares and stock funds of $50 million
will be classified as financial investment gains and taxed at 20%. For
gains above $300 million, the tax will increase by 5% to a total of 25%.

At the same time, a tax on gains from investments in digital assets will
also be introduced. Specifically, annual income from digital assets above
$2.5 million will be taxed at a fixed rate of 20%, with the acquisition
price of assets owned prior to the introduction of the regime calculated
as the highest value between market and actual acquisition price.

Germany paves the way for electronic securities
Asset holders in Germany will no longer be required to keep paper
certificates to document securities transactions.
The new law, which is part of the country's national blockchain strategy,
provides a framework for fully electronic securities and paves the way for
their blockchain and distributed ledger technology (DLT) versions.
German regulators have been pushing for fully electronic securities to
provide legal clarity, reduce costs, cut red tape and encourage
innovation, while protecting investors by ensuring the transparency and
integrity of financial markets.
Therefore, the paper certificate can now be replaced by an entry in a
central securities depository or a register maintained by private banks.
An entry in a crypto-securities register based on blockchain technology is
also possible.
Christine Lambrecht, BaFin's Minister of Justice, said, "The digitalisation
of the financial market is already well advanced and will be further
accelerated by the use of technologies such as blockchain. Today's
cabinet decision significantly expands the innovation potential of these
technologies for the German financial centre. At the same time, we are
creating legal certainty in an area that is characterised by constant
change through technological innovation."
"The paper certificate may be dear to some for nostalgic reasons, but
the future belongs to its electronic version," said Finance Minister Olaf
Scholz, adding that electronic securities reduce costs and administrative
burdens.

POLICY NEWS

http://en.asiatoday.co.kr/view.php?key=20210106002258539
https://fortune.com/2020/12/16/germany-crypto-securities-blockchain-strategy-government/


Estonia: stricter rules on crypto-businesses

Estonia is one of the first countries to use distributed ledger technology
(DLT) in government and public sector infrastructure and is exploring the
issuance of a national digital currency.

Estonia also welcomed businesses active in the digital assets and
blockchain space during a period of growth fueled by the flowering of
Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs).

In this capacity, Estonia issued more than 1,000 crypto licences,
attracting investors and companies from around the world and
becoming a global epicentre for blockchain and digital asset
entrepreneurship.

However, the changing regulatory landscape in the country has made it
difficult for businesses to comply with regulations.

In response to an alleged money laundering scandal in June 2020, the
country's Financial Intelligence Unit revoked more than 500 crypto
licences, which Madis Reimand, the head of the FUI, called a "first step
in cleaning up the market."

In mid-December 2020, news site Postimees reported that the FUI had
revoked 900 crypto licences (an estimated 70% of all crypto licences).

Veiko Tali , deputy secretary general of the Government Commited for
the Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, said
Estonia must "monitor the development of new technologies and
manage the associated money laundering risks".

He also noted that the remaining 400 crypto firms will be subject to
"close attention".

POLICY NEWS

https://news.bitcoin.com/estonia-revokes-1000-cryptocurrency-firms-licenses/


USA: SEC charged Ripple

In December 2020, the US Securities and Exchange Comission (SEC)
charged Ripple, the third largest cryptocurrency (after Bitcoin and
Ethereum) in terms of market capitalization, and two of its top executives
of conducting a $1.3 billion unregistered securities offering.

Specifically, the SEC, alleges that beginning in 2013, Ripple raised funds
by selling its native digital currency, XRP, in a process similar to Initial
Coin Offerings (ICOs).

According to the SEC's complaint, the company distributed XRP
amounting to billions of dollars as non-cash consideration.

Also, Ripple CEO Brad Garlinghouse and Ececutive Chairman, Chris
Larsen allegedly "failed to register their offerings or meet exemption
from registration, in violaton of registration provisions of federal
secuirites laws."

In a press release, SEC, states that securities registration requirements
are designed to protect potential retail and institutional investors by
ensuring that critical information about business operations, practices,
and relevant risks are documented in a transparent and public manner.

Ripple's counterargument revolves around the following main facts: the
company does not share voting rights, profits, dividends, affiliations with
buyers or holders of XRP;
Ripple's potential investors cannot become shareholders through XRP, but
with regular shares; there is a lack of correlation between the price of
XRP and Ripple's activities as a company.

POLICY NEWS

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-338
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